FINAL WORD By Robert A. Naseef, Ph.D.

Acceptance
If It Doesn’t Mean Giving Up:
What Does It Mean?

I

thought I could never accept my baby’s
autism. After 29 years there are times
when I still wonder who my son might
have been. Yet it seems like only yesterday
when I held Tariq for the first time. My
heart pounded with excitement as I held
his soft body next to my heart and our eyes
met. I had visions of playing baseball and
building model airplanes together.
Everything changed when the “autism
bomb” hit and he began endless repetitive
activities. He stopped sharing his joy of
playing and stopped talking. A few years
later he was diagnosed with autism and
mental retardation. The impact sent
family life veering sharply from the course
we were on. That I would lose my perfect
baby was beyond anything I could fathom.
How could it be that he would grow to
adulthood and not read or write or speak?
I can remember believing that I would
never smile or laugh again.
Parents need support and good
services to come to terms with what is
possible and what is not for their child. I
could not have ever found peace without
support. My wife Cindy, Tariq’s stepmom,
weathered the storms of his autism with
me and never wavered in her love. She
knew autism from working in the field and
helped me grasp the diagnosis I was trying
desperately to deny. It took me two years
before I could utter the word “autism.”
I learned deeply through my experience,
what Kahlil Gibran meant in The Prophet
when he wrote that joy and sorrow are
inextricably woven together, for sorrow

opens our hearts to the experience of joy in
everyday life. Accepting that his condition
would be enduring was imponderable.
Nonetheless I learned the developmental
approach of celebrating what he could
do. This made a huge difference for our
relationship. He became a happy child,
and I learned to enjoy him and accept him
as he was. When I played with him in the
ways I thought were weird, he laughed

I learned that
acceptance does
not mean giving up
but rather learning
to live with our
mental and physical
challenges.
and responded and was happy. When I
constantly pushed him to look, to feel, to
do the things that seem ‘typical,’ he was
frustrated and cranky. The autism I hated
with a vengeance refused to go away.
On the path to acceptance, I have
learned many things that have helped
me. My son taught me the meaning of
unconditional love—to honor his sacred
right to be loved for who he is, not what
he has achieved lately, how he looks or
how much money he will earn. I learned
the lesson that hard work isn’t everything.
That grief comes and goes. That anxiety
and sadness come and go. That it
takes time to heal a broken heart. That

happiness and meaning can abound with
acceptance. We don’t have to push away
our painful thoughts and uncomfortable
feelings. I learned that acceptance does
not mean giving up but rather learning
to live with our mental and physical
challenges. I still try to get Tariq to look at
me, to sit with me, to communicate with
me. And simultaneously, I offer to do the
activities I know he will enjoy and offer the
food he loves and the freedom for him to
be himself. I don’t have control over the
autism, but I do have a lot to offer in our
relationship with my child who is living
with this condition.
I have come to know that Tariq’s life
does make a difference in the world. He
is still my little boy. He still puts his head
on my shoulder, and I have never stopped
wanting to hear the sound of his voice.
Yet I love him no less because of that
and perhaps more in ways I could have
never imagined. He has brought many
kind people into my life and helped me to
understand myself and others. He made
me a better father and a better man. His
greatest gift to me is a glimpse into the
human heart where it is not who you
know or what you know or what you have-but who you are. My son has only ever
spoken aloud to me once in a while—in
my dreams; but this is how his autism has
spoken to me every day. S
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Maintaining a Marriage

A Diagnosis of Autism is
not a Prognosis of Divorce
Myths and Realities of Maintaining a Marriage as
Parents of a Child with Autism
ROBERT NASEEF, PH.D. AND BRIAN FREEDMAN, PH.D.
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or years, an 80(V divorce rate among parents of
children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD)
has been widely reported in mainstream media and
generally accepted by the community. Oprah, Dr.
Phi!, Jenny McCarthy as well as major autism organizations
reported this. It became an "urban legend" with no source
or data to back it up. Even the popular television show
"Parenthood". which generally depicts Asperger's accurately,
had an episode in 2010 called "Date Night" in which an
809i> divorce rate was reported as tact. This article will
attempt to set the record straight using available research
and also provide insights and coping strategies train clinical
experience supporting families.
The assumption that autism causes railing marriages
seemed believable. Stress from dealing with related behavioral
and medical issues, and finding high-quality sen-ices can
increase tensions between partners. The divorce rate myth
certainly called attention to autism and parental stress, but it
did not reflect the reality on the ground where families were
also courageously coping with challenges while passionately
loving their child and trying to stay together.
In June 2011, the Autism Society posted a blog written by
I,i7, McGarry, an intern at Alternative Choices, summari/ing
a research study conducted at Kennedy Krieger Institute
on the topic oi marriage and children with autism. Several
hundred people posted comments about the blog on the
Autism Society's Facebook page:
"My parents are still married and we all love my brother
to death."
"I think having an autistic son made our marriage
stronger because we both love him and know we need to
work together to make the best life for him."
"After our daughter's diagnosis, the Hrst question
everyone asked was if the father was still in the picture?
If I were the rather of an autistic child, I would be
very offended."

Indeed the myth not only painted the picture of
skyrocketing divorce rates but also masses of deadbeat,
irresponsible fathers.

Research on Parenting
When considering the experiences among parents of
children with ASD, it is critical to examine the research
previously conducted on the topic. The Held of ASD in
general has become much more astute in examining ideas
regarding characteristics of, and treatments for, ASD
through an "evidence-based" lens (making judgments and
drawing conclusions based upon high-quality research).
So, it seems interesting that the ASD community has not
used the same criteria for drawing conclusions about the
experience of parents, particularly in terms of relationships
among couples. That said, when utilizing research to draw
conclusions, it is important to keep in mind that each
scientific study has its own set of strengths and weaknesses.
Some studies are designed better than others and some
studies draw conclusions erroneously. In addition, no
research study should be considered to contain the ultimate
truth on a particular topic, since each family has their own
unique experience raising a child with ASD. However, when
taken together, these studies can begin to tell a story which
brings us closer to understanding the situation for many
parents of children with ASD.

Parenting Is a Stressful Experience
In the case of understanding the experience of raising a
child (or children) with ASD, the results of research tell a
complex story. By and large, parents of children with ASD
tend to experience significant stress related to parenting.
This has been shown in many studies over the past thirty'
years with a variety of samples, among various age groups, a
range of socioeconomic statuses, and even across different
countries. In fact, research has also indicated that parents
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of children with ASD typically exhibit more stress than parents
of children with other disabilities. The potential reasons for
experiencing this stress tend to vary. Most studies suggest
that parenting a child with ASD is often significantly stressful
regardless of where your child falls on the autism spectrum.
Some studies do suggest that more challenging behaviors can
become particularly stressful for parents.
Overall, there is far more research on maternal stress and the
findings that show differences between the stress experienced
by mothers and fathers tend to be mixed. However, even in
those studies which show that mothers have more stress than
fathers, fathers still often exhibit significant levels of stress.
Despite the significant stress that both mothers and fathers
seem to face, scientists are also learning how to help parents
decrease their stress by examining how parents "frame" their
parenting experience.

Staying Positive In the Face of Stress
The examination of a persons positive and negative thought
patterns, and its impact on emotions and behaviors, is a concept
commonly used in general treatment of depression and anxiety
(via "Cognitive Behavior Therapy"). Scientists are now applying
these concepts to parents of children with ASD. Changing
your thought process though, especially in the face of true
physical and emotional stress, can be incredibly challenging.
Furthermore, the experience of their spouse also can play a role
in a parent s well-being.
Research has examined the significance of positive
experiences on parents of children with ASD, as well as its
relation with parenting stress. For example, Kayfitz, Gragg, and
Orr (2010) examined stress among parents of children with
ASD as well as the positive experiences parents associated with
their child. They found that although these parents experienced
significant stress, this stress level was significantly lower when
parents also identified positive experiences associated with
raising their child with ASD.
This study was consistent with previous studies which
indicated that life satisfaction of parents of children with ASD
was determined more by their personal rating of the difficulty of
parenting tasks as opposed to an objective rating by an outside
person. All of this suggests that parents' capacity for maintaining
a positive perspective may impact their parenting stress.
Another interesting finding in this study was that mother's
parenting stress and overall mental health were related to
fathers' positive experiences related to their child, but not vice
versa. This does not mean that one causes the other. What it
might suggest is that for some families, when a mother feels
particularly stressed it can impact the father's ability to perceive
positive qualities of the parenting experience or that a fathers
perspective (positive or negative) may have a direct impact on
the mothers stress and mental health. Regardless of the causal
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direction, it is clear that parents* experiences are closely tied
to one another. Therefore, it can only be assumed that their
relationship with each other would be impacted.

Research on Couples and Relationships
The research on marital and couple relationships among
parents of children with ASD has not been widely conducted.
This may be the case for a couple of reasons. First, the focus
of most handing streams, which provide researchers with the
time and resources to conduct their research, is usually more
focused on child well-being. Often times, it is assumed that the
child's well-being controls the family and parent stress level
(i.e., if a child is doing well, then the family is less stressed).
However, research is starting to point to the importance of
parent and family well-being and its direct implications for
the child's well-being. The second possible reason that less
research is conducted on parents and families is because parents
themselves may not view this type of research as a priority.
Most parents may not have any available time to participate in
the research, given the needs of their child, and furthermore
may dismiss the importance of such research as not being as
important as work being done to more directly help their child
to improve.
The research on couples suggests that many parents of
children with ASD have significant challenges in their marital
relationships. Marital satisfaction tends to be lower for parents
of children with ASD than other couples. This is thought to
occur because parents have little to no time available to maintain
their relationship and often have to work especially hard to
connect with one another in areas unrelated to their child.
This becomes exacerbated by parents also feeling physically
and emotionally overwhelmed, as well as isolated from their
communities and support systems, which may offer limited
resources and support for parenting a child with ASD.
Hartley et al. (2011) found that the marital relationships
among parents of adolescents and adults with ASD are related
to stress. As marital relationships improve, parenting stress and
burden tends to decrease. It is important to note that it still
cannot be determined if one causes the other. However, this
important relation was found after controlling for other childspecific characteristics like symptoms of ASD and intellectual
disability, suggesting the direct relationship between marital
satisfaction and parenting stress.

Debunking the Divorce Rate Myth
The research on marriages actually suggests that families are
making decisions to stay together more often than the ASD
community and mainstream media had previously considered.
Despite the urban legend of the dramatically high divorce
rate, recent research has examined these statistics and is not
finding the same results. Freedman et al. (2011) examined the

rates at which children with ASD continued to live with their
biological parents. They found that a similar percentage of
families (approximately 64%) remained intact in comparison
with families who did not have a child with ASD. The remaining
36% of families consisted of single and divorced parents, as
well as children living with grandparents or adopted parents.
Unfortunately, this study could not identify an actual divorce
rate, due to the way in which the questionnaire was originally
designed. However, it's clear that the divorce rate was far below
the 80% usually reported by the media.
Hartley et al. (2010) similarly did not find dramatic rates
of divorce among parents of ASD. However, they did find that
parents of children with ASD did divorce at a rate (23-5%) that
was higher than the rate for families of typically-developing
children (13.8%). Although all families in the study had a
similar risk for divorce until their child was 8 years old, families
of children with ASD had a higher risk than the comparison
group during adolescence and young adulthood. Unfortunately,
there remains little research regarding marriage and divorce
rates among parents of children with ASD. The differences in
the results between these two well-conducted studies suggest
the importance of elaborating on this research in order to
understand the rates at which parents are staying together, risks
for breaking up, and the reasons which drive these decisions.
These findings, taken together, begin to tell a story about
many families of children with ASD, in which both parents
often seem stressed and their parenting stress and overall wellbeing seem to have deep impacts on one another. Furthermore,
parents of children with ASD do experience real difficulties in
their marriage, although many choose to remain together. With
this, we offer suggestions for couples in order to support them
in maintaining a healthy relationship.

Intimate Partnership as a Developmental Process
"When a baby arrives, everything changes. Parents must
adapt to the 24/7 care of a new, vulnerable infant - an enormous
task. Not surprisingly, 40% to 70% of couples experience stress,
profound conflict and drops in marital satisfaction during this
time, all of which affect their baby's care." (www.gottman.com)
Most of our experience is with heterosexual married couples,
but we are also familiar with unmarried, remarried, adoptive,
and same sex couples. What follows are general observations
applicable to relationships within the uniqueness of each family
Some of these have been substantiated by research while others
have yet to be scientifically investigated. However, we offer them
in the absence of a large scientific literature to draw from.
Children with autism are fundamentally just children, and
couples raising them are just couples. Any child changes the
couple. While the birth of a child brings astounding joy, the
partnership takes a big loss in terms of sleep, sex, and privacy, A
man may feel shut out by what psychiatrist Donald Winnicott

called "primary maternal preoccupation"—a consuming
attachment to one's baby, which he saw as a normal condition
from which most mothers recover. A father may be sad and
feeling deprived of the exclusive connection the couple once
had. A mother may be exhausted from lack of sleep and anxious
about her baby's health and development.
Judith Viorst describes children as an antiaphrodisiac since
both partners may be so stressed and exhausted that sex loses
its appeal. Even parents of typical children describe "marriage
on the backburner." For parents of a child with ASD, these
experiences can be more intense and last indefinitely.
Does it get easier? That's a difficult question to answer. Do
you change? You change profoundly. If you learn to navigate
your most difficult thoughts and feelings, you get better at
handling things. You can have a deeper relationship with your
partner and your children. Raising a child with ASD is a
journey in which we can become wiser, more compassionate
and more loving.

What Men and Women Want
It is important for partners to talk about what they want
from each other. How can women be expected to understand
what men don't say? It s easy to talk about work and sports, but
raising a child with ASD gets hard.
Here's a sample of what men say would help them:
> Understand we are trying to help, and get frustrated when we
can't make things better.
I More time as a couple, without the children, and a little
more sex.
> Less emotion, so we can discuss problems and find solutions
when possible.
I Feeling less like an assistant and more of a competent parent.
I Tell us what we are doing right so that we can feel more
secure in the relationship.
Here are some of the things that women tell us they want:
I To be appreciated for all we do.
> To attend meetings as a couple instead of alone.
I Time alone without the children to relax.
> Time together as a couple not just limited to sex.
I To talk about feelings without men getting defensive.
Wanting to solve problems and wanting to be useful to one's
family is positive. But difficulty listening first often sabotages
those instincts. When a man learns to listen to his partner, he
can become a better man and a better father. Often fathers don't
realize that feeling heard may be all someone needs.
Women might set the stage by saying, "I just need you to
listen; I don't need you to do anything." This often relieves the
knee-jerk response of trying to come up with a way to "fix" the
problem. In other instances you might say, "First just listen, and
then there is something I want you to do,"
More involved problems are beyond self-help strategies
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and can best be untangled by consulting a professional skilled
in counseling couples who is sensitive to the issues around
having a child with autism. While this article discusses general
difficulties encountered by parents of children with ASD, we are
just scratching the surface. It is crucial to remember that every
relationship is unique. Raising a child with ASD may require
more relationship maintenance for couples living with those
stresses and strains. If your partner is too discouraged, then take
the first steps on your own. Sometimes a change in only one of
you can change the chemistry of the situation for the better.

Romance and intimacy
The strain of living with autism can lead to couples who
rarely go out together with any regularity, but those demands
make it even more necessary to find time together for the
marriage. It is a reality that babysitters who can handle a child
on the spectrum are hard to come by. Focus on how you can
steal some time for yourselves as a couple. Here are some of the
things that people tell us have worked for them:
I Socialize with friends even with the kids around.
I Stay up after the kids are sleeping and doing something
together.
I Take a break from talking about autism.
I Take turns listening to each other even if we don't really
understand or fully agree.
> Go for a walk together even if it's just for 10 minutes
While marriage is often on the back burner for parents of
young children, when there is a child with ASD the marriage
may often not even be on the radar. While there are many selfhelp books about relationships, there is only one we are aware
of which focuses exclusively on the complexities of relationships
for couples raising children with special needs. In Married with
Special-needs Children, authors Marshak arid Prezant observe
that many people insist they will work on their marriage when
things get easier. However, the stress is endless. According to the
authors, being consumed with the child is not really good for
anyone including the child.
Hope for relationships can spring from the crises that couples
experience- "Normal" crises like childbirth, moving, financial
problems, and trials in parenting can all strain relationships.
Many have observed ordinary trouble differs only in degree
from the strain caused by autism. While having a child with
ASD is a quantum leap from everyday problems, it nevertheless
prepares us to learn and grow in ways we might have never
imagined. By working hard to maintain their relationship,
partners can preserve the love they have for each other.
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SIBLINGS
pERspEcilvE
oF CHILDREN
wtrH AUT|SM:HoNoRtNGTHETR
by Robert Naseef, Ph.D.
we are siblingsall our lives. The bondwithour brothers
and sistersis the longestwe will ever have,and that
experienceimpactsdevelopment
throughthe life cycle.
A childwith a disabilityaltgrsthe hopesand dreamsof
parentsand affectsthe livesof the otherchildrenin the
family. The issuesfaced by siblingsof chitdrenwith
autismare anotherchallengeto parents.Thisarticlewill
discussthe significance
of the siblingbond and the
repercussions
of autismon that bond. To understand
what our childrenneed, it helps to begin lookingat
ourselves
as siblings.

positionto feel very responsible
at a youngage. They
are expectedto be moreadvancedphysically,socially,
and mentially
thanthe youngerones. Thereis pressure
to "seta goodexample",butthat alsodevelopsvaluable
traits,suchas leadership
abilityand responsibility.
Thosebornin the middlepositionstend to havea hazy
role and get pressurefrom all sides. They have no
uniqueplace,butthe experience
tendsto producepeople
whoarefriendly,diplomatic,
and goodnegotiators.They
are generallyblessed with a moderateamount of
responsibility
andconnectstronglywitholdersiblingsand
are veryprotectiveof youngerbrothersand sisters.

It is relativelyeasyto talk aboutthe loveand loyaltythat
bondsa familytogether.Thedarker,moredifficultsidelike the rivalryamongstbrothersand sisters-iseasyto
ignore.
lt is uncomfortableto think about.
Overemphasizing
siblingrivalrytendsto accentuatethe
negative,but ignoringit deniesa big part of the reality
that bondssiblingstogether. Strikinga balanceis an
ongoingstruggle.
fn lhe Srb/thgBond,StephenBankand MichaelKahn
discussthe positiveaspectsof aggressionand rivalry.
Two brotherswrestling,for example,can represent
contact,warmth,and presence.In a fight,a childis alive
and real and noticed. In these powerstrugglesand
interactions,
siblings€n learnhow to resolveconflicts.
On the otherhand,for parents,the tantasyof a close,
cnzy set of siblingsis the imageof a perfectfamily.
Squabbles
amongbrothersandsisterscrushthatdream.
The dilemmais when to let childrenwork out their
ditferencesand when to intervene. Too much
interventioncan prevent children from learningfor
themselves
howto resolveconflict.
The key is to be ableto expressnegativefeelings,such
asjealousyor anger,withoutdoingdamage.Thegoalis
for childrento work out their own solutionswhenever
possible. lt takespatienceand wisdomon the part of
parentsto giveup an elementof controlandfacilitatethis
processfor children.Sometimesit just meanswaitinga
rfiomentor two. Sib/ingsWthout Rivatryby AdeleFaber
'Elaine
and
Mazlichshowshow to promotecooperation
whilebeingfair to bothchildrenin a squabble.
Birthorderhas a lot to do with siblingrelationships.lt
helpsfor parentsto lookat themselves
withintheirfamily
of origin-for lessons about the family they are
procreating.\Mether you were the oldest,the middle,
theyoungest,or an onlychildleavesa lifelongimprinton
yourpersonalhistory.
The oldest,for example,generallyhelpsto takecareof
the youngerones. lt is commonfor thoseborn in this
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Theyoungest,likethe oldest,has a uniquepositionand
is neverdisplaced.This child usuallyfeels chosenfor
specialprotectionby oldersiblingsas well as parents.
On the other hand,the youngestis often regardedas
spoiledor as the favorite.W|"rile
the oldestis expected
to help in parenting,the youngestis often expectedto
carefor parentsas theyageand becomefrail.
An onlychildmay havea combination
of alf of the traits
of the oldest, middle,and youngestpositions. In
addition,only childrentendto identiffwith theirparents
moreand thereforerelatewell to authorityfigures. On
the otherhand,they usuallylongfor siblingsin orderto
havepeerswithinthe family.
fn Mixed Feelings: Love, Hate, Rivalry, and
Reconciliation
Among Brothersand Srsfers,Francine
Klagsburnexploresthe unique perspectiveof each
position within the birth order.
Wrile these
generalizations
aboutbirthorderdon'talwaysholdup,
the conceptsare usefulin understanding
ourselves
and
others. Shealsodiscusses
the impactof disability.In
everycase,the siblingbondsof parentsleavespecial
imprintsthat affectthe waythey parenttheirchildren.
Frequently,
when I work with parentsin groupsor as
couples,I ask themto reverserolesand imaginewhatit
wouldbe likefor themto havea siblingwith a disability.
\Mratwouldthe problemsbe? What wouldthey want
fromtheirparents?severalkey issuesare consistenily
identified:
-

more is expectedof the normalchild and parents
don't always notice their struggles and
accomplishments.

-

a fair amountof attentionis wantedby siblingswho
see their parents spendingmore time with the
"specialneeds"child.
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-

the childwiththedisability
doesnothaveto compete
for the parents'attention.Thatchildalways"wins".

-

time alone and time with friends without
responsibilities
wouldbe importantfor siblingswho
feel likejuniorparents.

-

freedomto expresstheirnegativeas wellas positive
feelingsabouttheirexperiences.

-

as normala familylifeas possible.

-

timeatonewiththeirparentsis rarebutwelcome.

-

information
aboutautismso thattheycanunderstand
andexplainto others.

Parentsare alwaysableto identifythe mainissuesthat
siblingsthemselvesoften mentionas reportedin the
professional
literature.\Mry then doesit seemso hard
to do? Wtrydo parentsagonizeoverwhetherthey are
doingthe rightthing? Simplyput,it's hardwhenyou're
"stressedout". In the
wordsof a womanI met recently,
"So much of the
time I'm out of breathchasingthe
specialone-watchingout for what mighthappennext.
I findmyselfcallingmy otherdaughter
for helpwhenmy
husbandisn't home. lt's hard for me to hear my
daughte/sconcems.I feellikea brokenrecord.I'm so
woundup..."
It is very,veryhard,andthere'sno otherwayof looking
at it that makessense. Sometimes
parentsdo "runout
of gas". Talkingaboutthese thingsis one way that
parentscanfindthe goodside,takecareof themselves,
andreplenish
theirenergy.Parentscantakebettercare
of their childrenby takingcare of themselves.This
soundssimple,butthere'sanothertwist-something
else
to takeintoaccount.
Disability
can disruptsome normaloccurrences
in the
familylifeof brothersandsisters.Recently,
I meta man
who was very concernedabout his three year old
daughter.Shekeptcallingheroldersisterwhois sixand
hasautismthe "baby". lt seemedweirdandeerieto this
father.Indeedit is unsettling
to hearyourthreeyearold
callingyoursix yearold the babyof the family. On the
otherhand,it is reminiscent
of the saying"whatwisdom
comesfrom the mouth of babes". In this case, the
youngerchildfunctioned
at a muchhigherlevelthanher
oldersister,and her way of lookingat thingswas in
accordance
her reality. She neededto be understood
andher perspective
neededto be validated.
Disability
had reversedthe naturalorder. Eventhough
thefatherexplained
the disability,
the littlegirlcontinued
callingheroldersisterthebaby.Thatwilleventually
stop
whentheyoungerchilddevelops
theintellectual
capacity
to understand
theabstractconceots
involved.lt willalso
at timesbe uncomfortable
for her,because
thisyounger
childfeelslikesheis theoldest.Wtratis historically
false
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is actually
truein termsof the rolesthatthechildrenplay
in the family. Whenparentsare sensitiveto this,they
can help their childrento understand.The younger
"normal"
childlosesbotha "normal"playmate
anda role
model-notan easythingto understand.
Whenparentshavethe"normal"
or "typical"
childsecond,
they are quitenaturallythrilledwith the healthychild's
development.lt is, however,a two-edgedsword. Every
achievement
can remindparentsof the limitsof their
specialchild. Withoutwarning,the innerconfusion
and
turmoilof chronicarief can be reignited. Physical
resemblance
is anothertricky area. Whenthe normal
siblinglookslikethe siblingwiththe disability
theremay
be moreembanassment
andthe fearthatsomething
is
secretlywrong-evensomething
that maybe transmitted
to theirchildren.
Butisn'tit the parents'task,disability
or not,to carrythe
bruntof theworriesandthe responsibility?
Parentslead
thewayas hardas it mightbe. Whenthereis a disabilig
in the family,the trail of life can be steeperand more
treacherous.Morethaneverthe childrenlookto their
parentsfor directionin how to handlethe practical
obstacles
andtheirmixedemotions.
\Mratsustainsparentsas well as siblingsis a special
kindof sensitivity
andpridethatdevelops.Everyfamily
memberknowshowmucheffortit takesforthe childwith
autismto learnthe thingsthat so manypeopletakefor
granted-likegettingdressedor communication
skills.
Siblingscan take pridein their parentsfor how they
handledthe challenges
and for makingeachchildfeel
trulyspecial.Eachfamilymembercanfindpridein their
ownaccomplishments
andgratitude
fortheirphysical
and
mentalhealth.

Rivalryand reconcitiation,
griefandjoy, embarrassment
and pride. Theseare themesof familytife. We are
really all in this together-parents,children with
disabilities,
andtheirspecialsiblings.
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“Autism in the Family, Getting the Big
Picture: Insights, Experience, Intervention,
Research” is based upon this 2013 book from
Brookes Publishing who produced this
interview. The work received advance praise
from autism experts, parents, and people with
autism such as Temple Grandin and Stephen
Shore. The writing integrates clinical,
research, and personal perspectives and
focuses on helping families navigate the
emotional landscape and the controversial
issues of raising a child with autism through
the lifespan. The book includes insights into
the needs, emotions, and parenting
experiences of fathers. Topics include:
• navigating the journey to acceptance
• guiding children’s behavior and
development at every stage
• maintaining a supportive marriage
• understanding the needs of siblings
• collaborating effectively with professionals
• specific issues like meltdowns, food
sensitivities, sleeping, and toileting
• managing stress
• building a circle of support with family and
friends

1. You are in the distinctive position of being both the father of a-now adult-son with autism
and a psychologist who specializes in working with families with a child on the spectrum or
other special needs. Which of these came first, and what influence did one have on the other?
When my son was born, I was teaching reading in a literacy program for teens who had dropped
out of high school in Philadelphia. The goal of the program was to help inner-city youths become
employable and obtain their high school equivalency diploma. By the time my son was
diagnosed with autism in the mid-1980s, I was the director of a federally funded special services
program for disadvantaged students as well as those with disabilities at a two-year college.
Having seen so many of my students make significant progress, I passionately believed that the
same was possible for my son. Yet early intervention and speech therapy was having little
impact. From this experience, I was inspired to return to graduate school and become a
psychologist focusing on the family issues of children with autism and other special needs. My
research focused on how families of children with special needs developed coping skills. Make
no mistake about it; I was doing this to help myself as well as others.

Tariq’s autism drove me to learn and do more which helped me and helped me to help others.
That dynamic relationship has grown and developed from his first red flags of autism to the
present. Tariq’s 33rd birthday 11/29/2012 was coincidentally the release of this new book.

2. Twelve years ago, you wrote Special Children, Challenged Parents to talk about the
experience of having a child with autism. Now you and your son are 12 years older-how does
the perspective of this earlier book differ from the perspective of your new book?
I actually began writing the first edition of Special Children, Challenged Parents in 1988. I
loved reading as a young child, but I never dreamed I would write a book—not until years after
my son was diagnosed with autism. Then I had a story that I had to tell. It was a privilege and
honor that it was published in 1996. People read my words and told me of the comfort and hope
they found there, and so I kept writing. In 2001, Brookes published a revised edition as Tariq
was entering adulthood. The central theme of my life and work from Tariq’s diagnosis until now
has been the journey to acceptance.
This new book, Autism in the Family, focuses more narrowly and deeply on the challenges that
the autism spectrum poses for family life. Over the last decade, I have traveled around the
country and spoke to thousands of people struggling to accept autism and do the best job possible
for their families. Seasoned by 24 years of professional practice as a psychologist and integrating
advances in research and treatment, I have attempted in this book to help families navigate the
emotional landscape and the practical roadmap through the lifespan—from early childhood
through the school years and adolescence and on to adulthood.

3. It's hard to think of almost anything more heartbreaking than to see a glimpse of the spark
within a child and then see it be shuttered-as happened with Tariq and other children with a
regressive form of autism. What, if anything, can professionals say to a family for whom this
experience is fresh?
It takes time to mend a broken heart. It is so vitally important for professionals to just be there
and listen to what it's like for mothers and fathers. It helps to ask what it's like for them. It is
usually encouraging to observe even the smallest steps of developmental progress. Most of all,
professionals can help parents to be present in the moment with their child and find what they
can enjoy together. In these moments of connection and attunement, the heart finds strength and
rejuvenation.
The emotions of a broken heart are rarely far from the surface and not just for the families of
those who are more severely impacted by autism. Generally speaking, children diagnosed with
autism seemed normal for the first year or more. At times I think it may be even harder for the

parents of children with milder symptoms because it often seems that just working harder might
make everything “normal” again. My perspective is that mothers, fathers, siblings, and children
on the autism spectrum are doing the best they can under the circumstances. When professionals
note and comment on the resilience of families, those families feel supported and encouraged.

4. A central theme of your book seems to be the process of coming to accept your life as it is,
not as you wish it could be. As a professional, what would you recommend to parents to help
them reach that point within themselves?
First, I try to help people look at their grief. It doesn’t help to pretend to be positive when
underneath you may be lonely, afraid, or sad. I learned we don’t have to lie to ourselves. You
can grieve. You can complain. You can mourn. This helps you to go on, make the best of the
situation, and enjoy life. Our life force is resilient, but the desire for the healthy child or a typical
family life may endure, and it may be hard to let go of that longing.
Second, I try to help people accept themselves. A perfectly lovely child or adult on the spectrum
can be very hard to be with because of behavioral, social, or communication issues. When you
love somebody, you love to be with them. When you don’t feel that, the guilt can be unbearable.
You cannot accept yourself or any experience without seeing it clearly in a tender way with
compassion. What Tariq has taught me besides accepting him is to accept myself.
Finally, accepting our pain and ourselves leads to accepting and enjoying our child and our
family. That awareness is the gateway to love and wholeness. Ultimately children with autism
are not just puzzles to be solved. That deep connection that a parent feels with a newborn, or a
child’s first steps, or first words can be felt at any moment when we are truly aware and attuned
to our child. Yearning for what we don’t have blocks knowing and loving the child we do have.
Seeing our child for who she is and giving what she needs from us to whatever extent that is
possible. As best as I can understand it, this is the path of acceptance for families.

5. As a father, what's the one thing you think professionals don't "get" when it comes to
supporting families of a child with ASD?
I think professionals don't “get” how hard it is to have a child with the behavioral challenges of
ASD. It often seems from the outside to look like the child with ASD is the boss or king of the
family. Families often live holding their breath until the next meltdown. The household is often
held hostage. Some families feel incarcerated in their own homes.
The over-emphasis on lessening the behavioral symptoms of autism makes it difficult at times to
implement positive behavioral strategies which incorporate an acceptance of a child's
developmental level and skills. Fathers traditionally feel responsible for discipline in the home.

Professionals do not see or hear nearly as much from fathers as they do from mothers. So it is
actually very understandable that the role of fathers is under appreciated. In general, men have a
difficult time talking about the things they cannot change or fix. I discussed at some length what
I called the “secret life of men” as it pertains to raising a child with ASD; admitting tender
feelings has been taboo for boys and men. This can be a secret even from the men themselves.

6. In the book, you mention "shedding the shame" at various points. You also mention your
suspicion that challenges in children radiate inwardly to parents' own sense of being flawed.
Do you think that shame is imposed mostly internally or more externally, from the
community? If the latter, can you think of a change you'd like to see that could alleviate that
shame in the first place?
Both apply and it’s hard to separate which comes first. There may be a sense of failure for
bringing a child with the challenges of autism into the world along with shame and guilt for
feeling disappointed in your child. Given the genetic linkages, thoughts about parents’ own
quirks are natural. Shame results in wanting to hide and not be seen. Sometimes parents avoid
families with typically developing children because of the practical difficulties of socializing
together plus the embarrassment often triggered by their child's differences. These feelings can
be the most intense in public when people seem to stare at a child who is different from the
norm. When people stare, the parent feels different. It is easier for many to feel angry and
embittered.
For mothers as well as fathers, accepting and embracing their painful feelings opens the door to
shedding shame and embracing acceptance. The opposite of shame is pride. As awareness of
autism grows, parents receive more compassion and support in their communities. Pride can
come from celebrating a child's successes, finding what's right with parent and child, and
enjoying time together are antidotes to shame.

7. What about policy changes you'd like to see? (You mention the group of individuals
diagnosed in the early 90s who have now reached adulthood ... You mention the group of
people whose symptoms are not severe enough to receive adult day services but are too severe
to enable them to function independently ...)
As 2012 winds down, there has been a national conversation about a fiscal cliff for the federal
government and the country. For parents of children with ASD and other special needs, there is a
cliff at age 21 when services are no longer guaranteed except for those diagnosed with
intellectual disability. From the moment of diagnosis onward, parents understandably worry
about adulthood for their children. If a child cannot become independent by adulthood how will
they live and how will they be supported?

It has been said that there is strength in numbers, and for a humane society as well as for the
autism community it is essential that we use our strength to secure a meaningful future for our
families as well as our children with autism. While the social and emotional development of
young people with ASD may be delayed, there is strong scientific evidence that it continues in
adulthood. Racism and poverty compound the challenges for families. With adequate support, it
is reasonable to expect continued slow steady progress just as with typically developing adults.
The policy change which we need desperately is to extend support and training for individuals
with disabilities through adulthood.

8. Parents of adult children with autism have exhausted themselves trying to do what is best
for their families. They've tried treatments. They've read books. They've talked with specialists.
What can anyone tell them or provide them at this point that can give them genuine relief or
support?
This exhaustion is typical for parents from the early years onward. Trying to cure autism or even
eliminate its most troubling symptoms can feel like drowning in quicksand. Accepting a child
with autism involves working to change what can be changed, celebrating each step of progress,
and embracing the child in the here and now. It is a delicate balance which is constantly evolving
and requires dedicated parents with good supports and services.
Parents of adult children with autism like those you mention have done a good job. They worked
hard and come a long way with the love and courage. What they need more than anything is the
peace of mind that their vulnerable adult children will be adequately cared for when they can no
longer do so themselves. This is a public health challenge and a moral imperative for society.

9. One of the most poignant moments in your book comes when you talked about the election
of a mixed-race president and not being able to talk about the historical significance and
relate it to your own son-a grief any parent can understand. What can a parent of a child with
autism do with all the If onlies and the unanswerable questions?
Thoughts like these are human and natural. Many parents have told me that they try not to
wonder what might have been but trying to block these thoughts can cause more pain.
When Tariq was born, it seemed inconceivable that there would be an African-American
president in our lifetime. Yet a fundamental truth is that everything changes and nothing remains
exactly the same. This is also true with our troubling thoughts and intense feelings. Like the
weather they can come and go. But just as after a storm, the sky clears and the sun does come
out again.

This is an approach based upon mindfulness which does not mean eliminating painful thoughts
and feelings. Too much focusing on what’s wrong and too much trying to change someone with
ASD blocks us from experiencing happiness and acceptance in our lives. This does not mean
denying real problems. It just means paying attention to the moments we might overlook or
ignore, such as our children running to us when we get home even as the house may be a mess. I
counsel parents to pay attention to the experiences that bring pleasure in family life.

10. Your book focuses on your experience with Tariq; in it, you thank him for being a good
son. What message would you like to give your daughters?
My daughters will be glad you asked this question, as am I. Tariq gets the book, but they get the
final question. I am incredibly grateful to have them in my life. As I reflected within my writing,
Tariq taught me among other things to look inside myself and find how to be a better man and
father. My daughters on the other hand have taught me to listen and think even deeper. They
boost my manhood in different and untold ways. Sometimes I bite my tongue when they tell me,
“Just listen, Dad.” My brain is instantly overloaded. What am I supposed to do? How can I
solve the problem? What have I done wrong?
More often than not I don't have to do anything—I just have to get out of their way and be there
while they find their own way. Watching them grow has filled me with pride and wonder. They
are young women now with big hearts and strong keen minds. I have no doubt that their lives
will make a difference; that they will make a difference. It is a distinct honor to be their father.
More than anything they continue to teach me how to be human and what it means to be family.
Recently they surprised me on my birthday by showing up from 2 different states to have dinner.
This was one of the best days of my life so far. They show me a kind of love that is different
than what Tariq can ever show me and it means the world to me.

